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hile living in Santa Fe, I sought the help of a Japanese acupuncturist named Sensei Nakazono, who 
practiced healing and maintained a Dojo where he taught Aikido and a meditative breathing known as 

Kototama. As we became friends, he told me of his teachers and studies while in Japan. I had received a 
Guggenheim Grant to photograph sacred sites abroad and, on hearing this, Nakazono suggested that I 

photograph the Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines in Japan, as well as meet with his teachers.

Tokyo was congested with traffic and people, but I was able to find a young Japanese guide to serve as driver; 
he also translated when I sought permission from the Abbott of a shrine or temple to photograph freely on 
the grounds. Early on, I noticed how different the temples and shrines were from one another. The colors worn 
by the priests of the shrines, who served the populace in rituals such as births, weddings, and opening new 
businesses, were red and white. The Buddhist priests, who served mostly with matters of death, wore black and 
white. The architecture of both was equally strong and beautiful, but the Shinto displayed a gayer atmosphere 
of colors and activities, while the Buddhist temples had a more somber nature, helping the populace to contact 
the “Ancient Ancestors”.

I travelled the country mostly by auto, now and again by train to a distant place. My driver would pin a note on 
my sleeve giving the conductor instructions as to where I was going and who would be waiting to meet me. The 
well-known shrine Izumo-Tai was in the west and in the south was the famous Shrine of Ise, but I found a lot of 
good work in Kyoto and Osaka. Kyoto was easy to navigate, with a good transport system of streetcars running 
along a grid of well-laid out streets. It was easy for me to read a map and occasionally take a taxi; I needed only 
two Japanese words to guide me to my destination; higi and midari translated to left and right, and I simply 
tapped the driver’s shoulder while pronouncing the correct Japanese word to indicate the direction. 

I was impressed with much of the artwork I saw in museums, shops, and books. While the landscape itself was 
lovely, as nature often is, I observed that Japanese artists had a gift for adding fire and energy into renderings 
of the land. Simple subjects were brought to exciting visual places through the imagination of the artists. I was 
equally impressed by the craftsmen making beautiful objects using the bamboo plant. The Japanese genius for 
beauty was also seen in the ceramics made with the mud and clay of the land. 

After my sojourn in Japan, I concluded that a most refined and delicate sensibility permeates much of 
everything they create—from small backyard plots showing grand principals of nature, to the food they cook, 
to the folding of a simple piece of paper.

All works are silver gelatin prints.
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• SAND GARDEN—TOFuKuJI TEMplE •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976

10 x 13"
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• hIEI-SAN TEMplE •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• STONE STEpS—TOFuKuJI TEMplE •
Kyoto, Japan, 1958

18.5 x 13"
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• GOlDEN pAvIlION—KINKAKuJI •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976

6.5 x 4.5"
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• ByODO-IN •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• ShINTO ShRINE—IzuMO-TAI •
Japan, 1976
13 x 18.5"
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• FERN—RENGE-JI •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976

8.25 x 11.75"
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• MOTO-ISE •
Ayabe, Japan, 1976
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• AyABE—MOTO-ISE •
Bamboo, Japan, 1976
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• DRuMMER—IzuMO-TAI •
Japan, 1976
13.5 x 9.5"
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• TEMplE GROuNDS—hONEN-IN •
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9.5 x 13"
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• TEMplE ROOF—hIEI-SAN •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• WIThIN ThE hONDEN—IzuMO-TAI, ShINTO ShRINE •
Japan, 1976
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• phOTOGRAphER AT ChION-IN BuDDhIST TEMplE •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• TEMplE MT. hIEI-SAN •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• GOlDEN pAvIlION #2, KINKAKuJI •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976

6.75 x 4.5"
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• TEMplE MT. hIEI-SAN #2 •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• STONE BuDDhA—RENGE-JI TEMplE •
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• SAND GARDEN #2—TOFuKuJI TEMplE •
Kyoto, Japan, 1976
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• pAul CApONIGRO •
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orn in Boston in 1932, paul Caponigro is renowned as one of America’s most significant photographers. 
When he was thirteen, he began to explore the world around him with his camera and has subsequently 
sustained a career spanning six decades. 

his first solo exhibition opened at the George Eastman house in 1958 and his reputation for uncompromising 
skill with the large-format camera was established. Caponigro was a student of Minor White (1908-1976) and a 
young contemporary of West Coast photographers Ansel Adams (1902-1984) and Brett Weston (1911-1993). 
he is currently regarded as one of America’s foremost landscape photographers. 

Caponigro approaches nature receptively, preferring to utilize an intuitive focus rather than merely arranging 
or recording forms and surface details. his lasting contribution to photography is not limited to the beauty 
of his compositions or masterful printing but extends to his unparalleled ability to engage the viewer in the 
mystical presence concealed in nature.

paul Caponigro has exhibited and taught throughout the united States and abroad. A recipient of two 
Guggenheim fellowships and three National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) grants, in 2001 he received the 
Centenary Medal from the Royal photographic Society, in recognition of his significant contribution to the art 
of photography. Caponigro’s images are included in most history of photography texts and numerous museum 
collections, including: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New york; the Museum of Modern Art, New york; 
the Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, DC; the Art Institute of Chicago; and the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston.

paul Caponigro
BIOGRAphy



  

•  DATES  •
8 June through 21 July 2019

•  OpENING RECEpTION  • 
8 June 2019, 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm

The public is invited to attend. The artist will be present.

puCKER GAllERy
240 Newbury Street • 3rd floor

Boston, MA 02116
phone: 617.267.9473 • E-mail: contactus@puckergallery.com

GAllERy hOuRS:
Monday through Saturday • 10:00 am to 5:30 pm

Sunday • 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

pucker Gallery is a member of the Boston Art Dealers Association and the New England Appraisers Association.
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